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ABSTRACT 
 

Swarm robotics is inspired by the collective behaviours observed in biological systems, in which 

simple individual units achieve a higher intelligence in a group. This can to some extent be replicated 

by for instance flying robots; creating a higher efficiency and reducing costs.       

Some of the biggest problems in swarm robotics are energy related. The performance of energy 

sources for radio controlled flying crafts is improving all the time, in big part thanks to the rapid 

development of the Lithium-Polymer batteries during the past 25 years, which have a very good 

power to weight ratio.  

Even so, with the on-board battery powering the high-power consuming motors and all equipment, 

the flight time is still fairly low. Either the quadcopters need to return to base at the end of each 

flight or personnel need to follow the swarm to change the batteries. This considerably reduces 

performance and the range of operations. A lot of research is done on making quadcopters as 

autonomous as possible, but to make them truly autonomous the energy problem needs to be 

solved. 

The purpose of this thesis has been to address the energy problem and make the quadcopters self-

sustainable over a longer period of time. The proposed solution has been to use solar power to 

recharge the on-board batteries out in the field. A prototype was designed and built that utilizes both 

physical sun tracking and maximum power point tracking to achieve maximum power output from 

the solar panels. The system was evaluated in terms of power output, sun tracking accuracy, flight 

time and charging performance. 

Unlike all known earlier attempts to use solar power for rotorcrafts, this is the first known project to 

modify an existing commercial quadcopter to use solar power for recharging. The results conclude 

that the concept of using solar power is proved to be possible for small commercially available 

rotorcrafts with limited available space for solar panels. Energy depleted units can be revived and 

recharged to a level of 60% within a day of charging which is possible to use to return to base or to 

fly on. It is also concluded that the physical tracking towards a fixed light source is very accurate; 

tracking the source within 2 degrees of optimal angle of incident, and that the flight time is only 

shortened by 15% as a result of the extra weight added by the recharging system. A first important 

step has been taken towards more efficient solar powered recharging systems for quadcopters.    
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Quadcopters are multirotor helicopters which originally were mostly used by hobby Radio Controlled 

(RC) aircraft aviators.  But quite soon it was discovered that they could also be used for a number of 

other important applications. The most obvious application is to attach a camera and get a bird’s eye 

view. The quadcopter can then be used for surveillance, locating missing people, crowd control, 3D 

mapping and to get a view over hazardous environments where it is not safe for humans to enter.  

They can also be equipped with a number of instruments and sensors, making it beneficial for 

industrial purposes. As an example they can use magnetometers for collecting magnetic field data 

and collect data for prospectivity maps for the mining industry. Quadcopters have in recent years 

even become a subject of research in space related applications such as planetary exploration. 

In addition to individual applications the quadcopters are often used in Swarm Robotics (SR) 

research. SR has drawn increased attention from academics and industry over the last decade [1]. In 

many of the applications above the performance benefits from having several robots operating in 

unison to facilitate efficient coordinated movement and task execution. SR  is inspired by the 

collective behaviours observed in biological systems such as insect colonies, flocks of birds, schools of 

fish, bacteria colonies and cells in human or animal bodies.  None of the individual units of all these 

systems are very smart on their own, but in a group their skills are amplified and a higher collective 

intelligence is reached. That means that the individual robotic units do not need to be as advanced, 

which will save both money and resources.  

The big problem for SR though, and RC flight in general, is energy related. When the RC flying 

popularity exploded in mid 1990s, almost all aircrafts used internal combustion, i.e. with glow plug or 

petrol as fuel. But due to the rapid development of batteries, in this case especially Lithium-Polymer 

(LiPo) batteries, the availability and performance of electric RC crafts increased to a level that was 

thought impossible just a few years ago. The performance of new LiPo batteries has reached about 

the same level as petrol in terms of flight time. But since petrol RC crafts generally cost more and 

need more maintenance than electrical RC crafts, LiPo batteries are the best power source up till this 

day to use for modern SR applications.  

Even so, with the on-board battery powering the high-power consuming motors and all equipment, 

the flight time is still fairly low. Either the quadcopters need to return to base at the end of each 

flight or personnel need to follow the swarm to change batteries. This considerably reduces the 

range of operations. To make quadcopters even more self-sustainable than what is possible today, 

further research regarding the energy supply needs to be done. 

In this project the energy supply problem is addressed and the aim is to make quadcopters more self-

sustainable and autonomous. The proposed solution is to use solar power to recharge the batteries 

on site in an open field. The most suitable solar panel layouts and energy harvesting methods is 

examined, and an electronic system is optimized to provide maximal power output for recharging the 

batteries of the craft. At this point the aim is to prove that a concept is possible despite the very 

small area available for possible placement of solar panels. This is the first known attempt to modify 

an existing commercial quadcopter to use solar power for recharging. The benefits of a positive 
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outcome would include savings of human effort, increased operation range and reduced risk to 

human life as a quadcopter will be able to operate in hazardous areas where it is not safe for humans 

to enter. 

 

1.1 OUTLINE OF THESIS 
Chapter 1 introduces the reader to the quadcopters, swarm robotics, the history of RC avionics fuel 

and describes the energy problems related to swarm robotics.  

Chapter 2 introduces the reader to some basic theory that will be beneficial while reading this report. 

In Chapter 3, relevant published work is analyzed to identify technologies that can be incorporated 

into the system design along with their limitations. The system requirements and research questions 

are also presented in this chapter. 

In Chapter 4 the methodology used to guide this research is presented along with examples of how it 

was employed. 

In Chapter 5 the system design is presented. Advantages and disadvantages regarding the design are 

discussed and the design choices are justified. 

In Chapter 6 the experiment designs and results from rigorous tests on the proposed technology are 

provided. 

Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and summarizes the limitations of the presented research. 

 Lastly in Chapter 8 the recommendations for future research on this subject are given. 
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2. THEORY 
 

In this chapter some basic theory about the systems used in this project is presented. This 

information will make it easier to fully understand the system presented in the chapters further on.  

 

2.1 LIPO BATTERIES 
A LiPo battery is a rechargeable battery which uses lithium-ion technology.  The cathode consists of a 

lithium-based metal oxide and the anode consists of porous carbon. The medium which acts as the 

conductor between the anode and cathode is the electrolyte. On discharge, the anode undergoes 

oxidation and the ions flow from the anode to the cathode through the electrolyte. During charge 

the movement is reversed and the ions flow from the cathode to the anode. The process is shown in 

Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 – Ion flow in LiPo battery [2]. 

As lithium is the lightest of all metals and has the largest energy to weight ratio, it has long been the 

focus of battery research. Although solid lithium metal was proven too unstable and dangerous to 

use, lithium-ion technology is relatively safe and has been used in commercialized batteries for 25 

years. The original meaning of “polymer” was the vision of being able to replace the usual liquid 

electrolyte by a polymer electrolyte. The polymer electrolyte could then be a thin sheet between the 

anode and cathode, and a hard casing would not be needed. This would create a very thin and 

flexible battery.  

Research has not reached that point yet, but today a liquid gel can be used in addition to the polymer 

and some advantages such as the ability to manufacture thin batteries in different shapes by means 

of a soft case are therefore already in place. These kinds of batteries are for example used in all 

smartphones today. 

The nominal cell voltage of a LiPo battery cell is 3.70V as compared to 1.20V for nickel-based 

batteries, and the cells can be stacked in series to achieve a higher output voltage. Two cells in series 

give twice the voltage; three in series gives three times the voltage and so on. 
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When charging LiPo batteries there are two main stages to be aware of, as shown in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2 – LiPo battery charge stages [2]. 

In the first stage the current is kept constant while the voltage rises constantly; the voltage of the 

charging battery will catch up with the charging voltage when stage two is reached. In stage two it is 

the voltage that is kept constant as it has reached the saturation level for the cell, while the current 

will drop until it has reached approximately 3% of the rated current. At this point it is time to 

terminate the charging as the cell is now at full capacity. When charging multiple cells in series it is 

important to check the balance of the cells now and again. If the difference between the cell voltages 

becomes too high, then one cell can be charged or discharged outside the rated values and that will 

consequently damage the cells. A good balance monitor will be able to measure the individual cell 

voltages with an accuracy of 1mV. 

While the LiPo batteries are energy efficient, they are quite sensitive compared to many other 

battery chemistries. If a cell is charged above its rated top level the cell will most likely be damaged 

and can even explode. If it is discharged below the rated bottom level the cell will become useless, 

although they can be revived with careful charging. So a designed battery charging circuit must 

provide safety measures and cut off capabilities.      

 

2.2 SOLAR PANELS 
The operating principle for a solar panel is that photons from sunlight hit the panel and are absorbed 

by a semiconducting material; in this case silicon. Electrons are then excited and travel through the 

cell until they reach an electrode. An array of solar cells can then convert the energy to direct current 

(DC) electricity.  
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The thin film panels used in this project are made by depositing a number of thin layers of the 

photovoltaic (PV) material on a substrate. The performance of the panel is most commonly measured 

in efficiency, which is defined as the ratio of energy output from the solar cell to input energy from 

the sun. The output of the panel is given as four parameters: Operating voltage, operating current, 

open circuit voltage and short circuit current. 

The open circuit voltage is the maximum available voltage which can only be delivered when the 

current is zero, i.e. when there is no load. The short-circuit current is the current through the solar 

cell when the voltage across the solar cell is zero, i.e. when the panel is short circuited. The current-

voltage (I-V) curves for the short circuit current and open circuit voltage are shown in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3 – I-V curves of short circuit current and open circuit voltage [3]. 

As the power output at both these points is zero, the real output values can be determined by 

calculating the fill factor (FF). The FF can be defined as the area of the largest rectangle which will fit 

in the I-V curve, as is shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 – Graphical description of fill factor [3]. 

The FF determines the maximum power output from a solar panel and the relationship between FF, 

maximum power output, open circuit voltage and short circuit current is defined as: 

 

𝐹𝐹 =
𝑉𝑀𝑃 × 𝐼𝑀𝑃

𝑉𝑂𝐶 × 𝐼𝑆𝐶
 

(1) 
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In the numerator the product of the maximum operating voltage and the maximum operating 

current generates the maximum power output. In the denominator the open circuit voltage and 

short circuit current are set. 

 

2.3 MAXIMUM POWER POINT TRACKING (MPPT)  
The PV module has a non-linear characteristic of the I-V relationship. In the I-V curve, there is a point 

for which the power is maximum for a particular irradiation condition. The MPPT system has the 

purpose to sample the output of the solar panel and change the resistance of the system to match 

that point to obtain maximum power for any given environmental conditions. In the I-V curves above 

the maximum power point corresponds to the knee of the curve where both current and the voltage 

increase rapidly drops.  

 

2.4 SUNLIGHT INTENSITY 
The sunlight intensity is not the same throughout the day while the sun is above the horizon. The 

intensity can be as much as 275 times higher at noon than during sunrise or sunset. This will of 

course reflect in the charging efficiency using solar power. The typical relationship between sunlight 

intensity vs. current/voltage for a square meter of the thin film panel used in this project is shown in 

Figure 5. At maximum sunlight intensity the output is 1A and 0.8V. 

 

Figure 5 – Sunlight intensity vs. current/voltage [4]. 

 

2.5 SERVO MOTOR 
The servo motor is controlled by Pulse Width Modulation (PWM). Pulses of variable width are sent 

that have information of a minimum pulse, maximum pulse and a repetition rate. The angle that the 

servo axis moves is determined by the duration of a pulse that is applied. The pulse is sent every 

20ms and the length of the pulse corresponds to how much the motor turns. Minimum pulse width 

will turn it to a 0 degrees position and maximum pulse width will turn it to a 180 degrees position. 
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Generally the minimum pulse is 1 ms wide and the maximum pulse is 2 ms wide. To hold the servo in 

position the pulse must be sent continuously. If an external force pushes against the servo while 

holding position, the servo will resist from moving. The torque rating of the servo determines the 

amount of force the servo can exert. Examples of PWM are shown in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6 – PWM [5]. 
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3. LITTERATURE REVIEW 
 

Published work relevant to this project is reviewed throughout this section in order to identify 

opportunities and limitations posed by existing technologies. The review process is also undertaken 

to identify gaps which can be addressed. System requirements and research questions are then in 

turn derived from this accumulated knowledge.  

 

3.1 THE ENERGY PROBLEM 
 “Some of the greatest problems for swarm robotics are energy-related, as the whole system may 

shut down if energy sources are depleted” [6]. High power consuming motors, flight systems, on-

board computers and external equipment are all powered by the main battery and consequently 

flight times and range of operation are limited. It is important to consider that the physical design, 

including weight and any action taken by the robots increases energy consumption as stated by 

Seyfried et al. in [7]. It is therefore important to ensure that both the physical design of the robots 

and any activity taken by the robots are energy efficient as shown in [8]. 

A requirement for an autonomous unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is the replenishment of its energy 

source as stated by Paulo Kemper et al. [9]. Automated energy recharging systems must be 

developed to satisfy the desire of fully autonomous systems.  Such processes are often overseen and 

effectively reduce the operating range of the system. While it is unlikely that all ground based 

activities can be automated, the energy source is a possible target for automation. One research 

angle would be to try to harvest energy from the environment as stated by [10]: “The replenishment 

of the on-board energy resources must not be performed manually; ideally the robots harvest energy 

from the environment.”  

Extracting energy from the environment is possible according to Gungor & Hancke [11] who suggests 

that energy-harvesting techniques may even be better to use, as using batteries for the primary 

power source for sensor networks can be troublesome due to their limited lifetime. Simple solar 

power based systems has already been tested as demonstrated by [12] and [13]. But [11] suggests 

that also sources such as airflow, vibrations, thermoelectric and electromagnetic radiation can be 

used to power wireless sensor networks. Another practice, as described by [14], refers to using 

wireless radio-frequency energy transmissions from a base station to power sensors over limited 

distance. However, the radio-frequency technique is severely limited by legal limits set by health and 

safety concerns.  

For tasks such as surveillance, monitoring and long-term sensing perching techniques can be used to 

conserve energy as the aircraft can remain at rest, just as birds perch on braches in nature as 

described by Kernbach in [10]. Perching instead of hovering will prolong mission endurance and can 

provide images without motion blur using long exposure times.    

It can be concluded that the lack of sufficient energy sources is one of the main issues. If this issue 

can be solved the results would contribute to limiting the need for human interaction, and increasing 

the range of operation which is desirable. This issue will be addressed in the system requirements 

and research questions sections. It can also be concluded that keeping the weight of the system as 
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low as possible will minimize the loss in flight time, so the total weight of the system should not be 

more than half of the rated quadcopter payload. An initial estimation is that no more than 20% loss 

in flight time could be acceptable as more would reduce the range of operations too much. 

 

3.2 AUTONOMOUS RECHARGING 
There has been quite a lot of research done about autonomous recharging of rotorcrafts, and there 

are some suggested practical applications. [15] uses a stationary charging station that is composed of 

four stainless steel landing pads, which also works as contact surface for charging. The magnets 

embedded in the charging ports on the quadrotor pull it toward the landing pads and ensures good 

contact. The pads of the charging station are connected to a LiPo charger that interfaces with the 

rotorcraft once it lands. The design is shown in Picture 1. 

This design requires that an on-board software monitor is used that determines when a vehicle must 

return to the charging station location for recharging as shown in [16], [17].    

[18] suggests a similar solution where the rotorcraft will operate in an environment with one or more 

charging station locations. It is said that the units will be recharged wirelessly and in situ using an 

inductive charging platform. In the same manner there exists an idea of charging rotorcrafts by flying 

close to power lines.  

    

Picture 1 – Charging station design [15]. 

[9] presents three different service station solutions. The Rollin’ Mat is a rollable mat where the 

three different sections are connected to the different terminals on the battery charger. The 

corresponding terminals of the on-board battery of the UAV are also connected to locations on the 

UAV so that they match the areas of the mat when it lands. The design is shown in Figure 7. The 
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Concentric Circles is a very similar platform but requires lower precision in the landing. The terminals 

on the UAV are deployed in such a way as to guarantee that the terminal match is independent of 

the helicopter orientation. This design is shown in Picture 2.  

The third suggestion is a Honeycomb station where an IR emitter signals to the platform that the 

vehicle has arrived. The platform controller can then connect the terminals of its battery charger to 

the appropriate hexagon cells, and thus the battery terminals.  

 

 

Figure 7 – Rollin’ Mat station [9]. 

 

 

Picture 2 – Concentric Circles station [9]. 

All these suggestions has in common that they solve the problem of autonomous charging, but as 

they are all stationary charging station solutions they do not solve the problem of long range 

operation. For a UAV to be truly autonomous it must be able to recharge regardless of the distance 
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to the base or any field station. A solution of an on-board recharging system which would make the 

vehicle more autonomous than the suggestions presented above would be preferable.  

 

3.3 OTHER ALTERNATIVELY POWERED HELICOPTERS  
As early as 1964 the Spencer Laboratory had built a helicopter that was powered only by microwave 

energy as shown in [19]. At the same time it was a breakthrough in the field of wireless power 

transmission. A microwave beam was directed with a focusing antenna towards the helicopter and 

the rectifying antenna on the helicopter captures the beam and converts it into DC power that is 

used to run the motors. The setup is shown in Figure 8. While it is a quite efficient way to transmit 

power to for example a rotorcraft, it has to stay at the same point in the sky, which would make it 

good for surveillance of a small area but is not applicable to other rotorcrafts.  

There is one known quadcopter, known as Solarcopter, built by a group of students at Queen Mary 

University of London which is recharged by solar power [20]. The design is shown in Picture 3.  

The on-board battery powers the motors while in flight and when it has landed the solar panels are 

used to recharge the battery. There are however a number of simplifying conditions regarding the 

design and some severe limits in the area of applications.  

 

Figure 8 – Microwave powered helicopter setup [19]. 
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The Solarcopter is custom built from scratch so they could increase the solar panel area to a 

preferable level, which would otherwise be very limited. It does not have the possibility to track the 

sun, so when the sun has a low elevation angle the charging will not be as effective. It also has 

limited space for additional equipment and instruments. For the record there are neither any 

published articles nor documentation on the subject of the Solarcopter.  

The smaller possible area to place solar panels on an existing commercial quadcopter makes for a 

greater challenge. Sun tracking will be preferable to optimize the power output levels. A modified 

commercial also has a payload capability of a number of instruments including, camera, GPS, sonar, 

magnetometers, on-board computers and mapping equipment which greatly increases the 

application range. 

 

 

Picture 3 – Solarcopter [20]. 

 

3.4 SPACE RELATED APPLICATIONS    
In recent years the space agencies has started to research in a growing rate about the usage of 

quadcopters for space related applications. Ramslay & Richards are planning to build a quadcopter 

that will be able to fly on Mars [21]. It would take part in planetary exploration but could also have 

applications as sample-collection and dust-removal from rover solar panels. To achieve flight in the 
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thin atmosphere the rotorcraft will be carefully engineered using light weight composite materials, 

additional rotors will be added and the rotor area will be made larger. 

European Space Agency (ESA) has just developed the “dropship quadcopter” that will gently lower 

rovers onto a safe patch of the rocky Martian surface as shown by [22]. It will lower the rover on a 5 

meter long bridle, coming lower until the rover touches down. The dropship is shown in Picture 4. 

There is also some good progress in terms of solar powered vehicles and robots. There are plans for 

an autonomous solar powered aircraft that could explore the atmosphere of Venus and carry a flying 

brain to control a toughened rover on the ground as stated by Marks [23]. The planet's dense 

atmosphere is ideal for a flying craft, and the wings would provide enough solar panel area to power 

the motors continuously with the intense solar energy. The slow rotation of Venus allows an airplane 

to fly within continuous sunlight according to Landis et al. [24].  

 

 

Picture 4 – Dropship quadcopter [22]. 

The Canadian Space Agency has developed a design for a “Hopper robot” that would be used in low 

gravitational environments, for instance Mars [25]. The robot uses solar power to operate an 

actuator that is used to load the energy needed for the jump into torsion springs, and then to 

reposition the robot back to its feet. This makes it possible for it to leap at the surface at a rate of 

one jump per day. 

Research about recharging a quadcopter by solar power could be applicable to the research in this 

field. With successful research the results will show that a quadcopter will be a better tool of 

planetary exploration than its current competitors as it would be able to make more than one flight 

each day, where for example the Hopper robot only can make one.  
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3.5 POWER SUPPLY SYSTEMS IN UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES 
[26] lists the following power units and power supplies as possible drive units in UAV. 

 Engines powered by chemical or nuclear energy. 

 Electric engine. 

 Solar power. 

 Photo-galvanic systems. 

 Hydrogen fuel cells 

 Piston engine. 

 Two stroke engine. 

 Four stroke engine. 

 

 Jet engine. 

 Rocket engine. 

 Jet engine with a compressor. 

 Turboprop engine. 

It is concluded that the selection of power unit is primarily based on the application of a given UAV 

and its operating conditions. As RC crafts previously used internal combustion engines, it is a proven 

concept. In the same manner as fixed electric charging stations, it could be possible to use petrol as 

fuel at automated charging station. However, in this case more possible errors could occur as the 

design would have to include moving parts for among other things the fuel caps. The landing would 

also have to be much more precise so that docking would be possible. Considering this, and with the 

knowledge that battery designs have increasing power to weight ratios and decreasing weight, 

electric engines has to be considered superior in small scale rotorcrafts. To take it one step further 

and make the recharging independent of charging stations, using solar power could play a vital role.   

 

3.6 SOLAR PANELS 
There are two fundamental technologies utilized to produce the majority of photovoltaic (PV) cells, 

crystalline silicon and thin films as shown in [27]. The PV industry is rapidly developing and it is 

difficult to predict which technology may be the better one in the future. One of the most promising 

new technologies is organic PV cells. Table 1 shows the efficiency values of PV cell technologies in 

2009.  

Table 1 – Efficiency of PV cells technologies 2009 [27], (Sources: Objective analysis (2008), PIRA/BPA, Science Daily).  

 Technology Efficiency 

Crystalline silicon Monocrystalline silicon  16-23% 

 Polycrystalline or multicrystalline silicon  15-20% 

   

Thin film Amorphous silicon  5-12% 

 Cadmium telluride 8-12% 

 CIGS 10-14% 

 Multijunction  6-30% 
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Organic Standard organic cells ~ 5% 

 Nanostructured material cells  3-5% 

 Dye-sensitized ~ 5% 

 

It is safe to say that the technologies has improved since 2009, but it can still be clearly seen that the 

thin film cells are lagging behind, especially the amorphous silicon cells. Lightweight thin flexible 

panels are being developed at a fast rate today, but almost exclusively with intended use for camper 

vans and boats, not for RC avionics.  

If there is strict constraints in weight, lightweight flexible panels may be the only possible choice. At 

the same time it also makes it challenging to achieve the output needed to recharge the batteries 

considering the small area on a quadcopter where it is possible to position solar panels. To further 

prove this point the fill factor of a 114x73 mm thin film panel is calculated as 

 

𝐹𝐹 =
𝑉𝑀𝑃 × 𝐼𝑀𝑃

𝑉𝑂𝐶 × 𝐼𝑆𝐶
=

6 × 0.050

8 × 0.065
≈ 0.58 

(2) 

 

and has the power rating of  

 

𝑃𝑅 =
1

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙
× 𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙 =

1

0.114 × 0.073
× 0.3 ≈ 36 𝑊/𝑚2 

(3) 

 

In crystalline silicon cells the fill factor is usually above 0.7, and even among amorphous silicon cells it 

is only a moderately value. The power rating is also fairly low in this context. At illumination angle 

displacements and partial shading the power output drops exponentially so it is preferable if there is 

no partial shading and as low illumination angle displacements as possible. 

 

3.7 SUN TRACKING 
The efficiency of a solar array can be improved significantly using sun tracking. “Tracking flat plate 

photovoltaic arrays provide about 33% more power than fixed arrays” [28]. There are three main 

types of sun trackers: passive, microprocessor and electro-optically controlled units as stated by Roth 

et al. in [29]. Passive systems use weight balanced designs with fluids that evaporate and 

condensates depending on if it is exposed to sunlight. These sensors are simple but only moderately 

accurate. Microprocessor controlled sun tracking use mathematics to predict the suns location and 

does not need to sense the sunlight. They are often using stepper motors in larger array systems. 

They are highly accurate but the precise installation needed is difficult to achieve. The electro-optical 

trackers are very efficient during good weather conditions. One application is to use photodiodes 

with shade tubes as sun sensors. The difference in output from the sensors gives the suns positions 

and the microprocessor can use the motors to shift the array accordingly. 
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[29] used a system of stepper motors and a linear sun sensor tracker in active operation mode, i.e. 

the electro-optical method. Conclusions were made that it is a simple low price tracker that yielded 

very good results. [30] designed an automatically operated sun tracking system guided by a closed 

loop servo system. Photo detectors sense the position of the sun and two small DC motors move the 

instrument platform, thereby keeping the sun’s image at the centre of the photo detectors. When 

the sun is not visible, the position of the sun is calculated, and an algorithm takes control of the 

movement until the detectors can sense the sun again.  

Designing an electro-optical sun tracking system using light sensors seems like a simple and 

established course of action as this technique has been used since the 1960’s. Regarding the choice 

of motor to operate the array, there is some information to take into account. DC motors are usually 

used for fast continuous rotation, e.g. they would not be suited for this application. Servo motors has 

high torque and accurate rotation within a limited angle. Often used for robotic arms. Stepper 

motors has precise rotation and positional control via its nature of rotation by fractional increments. 

As servo and stepper motors are quite similar it is a close call, but as servo motors generally is a high 

performance alternative to the stepper motor with a higher torque, the servo motor has to be 

deemed the best alternative. In terms of accuracy an initial estimation is that tracking within a couple 

of degrees from the light source is expected for the tracking system to be deemed accurate.   

 

3.8 MAXIMUM POWER POINT TRACKING 
As the current-voltage relationship of a PV module has a non-linear characteristic it is necessary to 

track the maximum power point to achieve the maximum efficiency as shown by [31]. One common 

implementation of MPPT algorithm is by placing a DC-DC converter between power source and 

load/battery, and using a MPPT controller to control the duty cycle of the converter. By varying the 

duty cycle of converter, the ratio of input and output voltage can be adjusted appropriately. Basically 

the PV voltage is increased or decreased to find the maximum power point.  

Electric power generated by PV cells is naturally dependant on the weather conditions. Conventional 

MPPT methods are not so effective in practical partial shade conditions. Power loss induced by MPPT 

failure can be high as several tenths of the total output under partial shade conditions as stated by Qi 

et al. in [32].  

Many of the proposed MPPT methods are customized for high-power systems. [33] describes a MPPT 

method for low-power PV panels where the power consumption of the MPPT control circuit, in 

contrast to high-power applications, can contribute significantly to the final power efficiency. The 

method is about using a MPPT controller that is suitable for low-power PV panels by having low-

power consumption. As no current have to be measured and no power calculated the control circuit 

is simpler and the energy consumption is lower. As a result very high energy efficiency can be 

achieved, both in the aspect of tracking and overall efficiency even for low-power sources.  

[34] developed a method of using a combination of sun tracking and MPPT to maximize the 

generated output of a solar panel. The results show that using a combination of sun tracking and 

MPPT provide about 27 percent higher output than only using MPPT and about 53 percent higher 

output than only using sun tracking.  
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There are some conclusions to be made from the research done in this area. The usage of MPPT is 

highly desirable, and doing so in combination with sun tracking will result in both a higher total 

output power and in avoiding power loss by partial shading. The research about MPPT for low-power 

PV panels is extra interesting as it has a direct bearing in cases of limited power output. The choice of 

circuit components for the MPPT controller should be carefully considered in terms of functions and 

power consumptions. As the step-down converter usually used in MPPT controllers needs 2-3V 

higher input voltage than the battery float voltage, the preferable total output voltage from the solar 

panels should be 5-6V higher than the battery float voltage to give a safety margin.  

 

3.9 QUADCOPTER FRAMEWORK    
In [1] a framework and schematic overview of the main hardware components is presented. Figure 9 

shows a schematic of the main hardware components, and Figure 10 shows a common quadcopter 

platform, although in this figure depicted with an extra set of rotors making it an octocopter. 

Much focus is placed on the lightweight low-power Mulle platform and the BeagleBone Black (BBB) 

board. The Mulle, which is a sensor and actuator platform for wireless sensor network applications, 

has a small size, low weight and very low power consumption makes it ideal for embedding. In future 

research when the Mulle has been physically implemented, the Mulle could be advantageously be 

used to operate a sun tracking system as its power consumption is much lower than the BBB and due 

to its ability to shut down the components that are not needed during recharging. The quadcopter’s 

fuselage is an ideal place to store parts of a sun tracking system, although some parts of additional 

electronic systems will have to be placed underneath the quadcopter mainframe. 

 

Figure 9 – Main hardware components [1]. 
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Figure 10 – (a) Octocopter’s fuselage that contains a BeagleBone Black (BBB) board, a Mulle platform, an autopilot, a 
gyroscope, an accelerometer and a compass (b) Brushless motor (c) Landing gear [1].  

     

3.10 BATTERY 
One of the aging mechanisms of LiPo batteries is due to the progressive clogging of the micropores of 

the negative electrode by a passivation layer growth as shown by [35]. The products of this reaction 

will depose in the microposity, thus significantly reducing the active surface area. When the process 

has started, lithium plating itself will produce more deposit, and aggravates the phenomenon, which 

explains the increasingly fading capacity rate. The charging rate has a strong influence on this 

behaviour.  

It is difficult for an electrode to exhibit a long life cycle and a high charging rate concurrently. “As the 

charging rate increases, internal stresses of the electrode also increases significantly, leading to 

fading capacity and lifetime shortening due to the pulverization and loss of electrical contact” [36].   

Increasing the charge current does not speed up the recharging by much, the amount of charge 

current applied simply alters the time required for each stage of the recharging as stated by [2]. A 

higher charging current will only quicken up the process up to about 70 percent of full charging. A 

LiPo batteries does not need to be fully charged, nor is it desirable for it to be so. It is in fact better 

not to fully recharge it, because high voltages stress the battery. By choosing a lower voltage 

threshold the battery life is prolonged. 

This would imply that it is better for battery life time to use a lower charging rate and a lower voltage 

threshold value. 
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3.11 AERODYNAMICS 
“Since many previous autonomous quadrotor projects have flown indoors, relatively little attention 

has been paid to the aerodynamics of the quadrotors in conditions other than hovering and flying at 

low speeds” [37]. Higher speeds in outdoor flights have several aerodynamic effects that impact the 

characteristics of the quadrotors. Some of the control algorithms designed for autonomous flight are 

simplified, neglecting vehicle aerodynamics.  

For autonomous flight, it is essential to understand and anticipate the changes in aerodynamics as 

stated by Powers et al. [38]. As motor speed and the effective forces and moments acting on the 

airframe are complex functions of the aerodynamics, this function must be properly understood to 

produce optimized flight.  

The possibility of changing aerodynamics by adding equipment to a commercial quadcopter has to be 

taken into account. The problem of adding solar panels to a quadcopter could be that it would 

possibly increase wind resistance. In what areas the added weight is placed is also relevant as it 

changes the characteristics for the main frame and motors. 

 

3.12 SCALABILITY 
“Scalability is the general ability of a system to maintain a specific relationship between scaling 

parameters and collective performance” [10]. The different levels of scalability with regards to 

performance can be seen in Figure 11. 

If a large number of robots can be added to a system and still keep the same performance level, then 

the system can be called super-scalable. If only a limited number of robots can be added to the 

system before the performance level drops below the desired level, then the system is only scalable. 

A system where the joint performance level is increasing by the number of robots is called hyper-

scalable. 

The possibility of charging each robot in the system on the spot using solar power compared to using 

charging stations makes a big difference in terms of scalability. Imagine a charging station with a 

docking approach. It may be relatively quick, but it can become a bottleneck with too many robots 

moving to and from the energy source. So the spatial concentration of resources creates bottlenecks 

for achievement. [10] states that this leads to that the swarm spends more energy on system-

internal activities than in doing useful tasks, and that the energy consumption could rise up to 

quadratically with the number of robots. 

So using solar power for recharging of each unit results in a super-scalable system, where instead 

using charging stations would result in only a scalable system. 
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Figure 11 – Scalability level with regards to performance [10]. 

This is further proven by Kernbach in [10] stating the conditions for the energy income equation in a 

multirobot system in which robots are foraging for their own energy. Normally foraging costs energy 

and resting conserves energy. The optimal number of robots in a system is then dependent on the 

total amount of energy available. But with the sun as the energy source and the robots resting while 

foraging, there is no optimal limit of robots with regards to energy harvesting. By the definition of 

scalability above the system would then be classified as super-scalable. The assumption of super-

scalability in this case is only made regarding the recharging however, and does not account for 

operational requirements for the swarm such as algorithms for formation flying and 

communications.   

 

3.13 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
From the gained knowledge about the included systems and their limitations, the system 

requirements for the system of this project can be stated. 

The requirements are subdivided into the classes shown in Table 2, and then requirements for each 

of the classes are presented in Table 3, Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6. 

Table 2 – Requirement subclasses. 

Functional (F) Describes what is to be attained, what functionality that is desired. 

Performance (P) Quantifies the performance needs. 
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Design (D) Requirements resulting from design factors. 

Operational (O) Requirements relating to operation of the system. 

 

Table 3 – Functional requirements. 

ID Description 

F.1 Physical sun tracking shall be enabled. 

F.2 MPPT shall be utilized in the charging circuit. 

F.3 Voltage regulation shall be used to set the correct battery float voltage in the circuit while 

sunlight is present. 

F.4 Back feeding current to the solar panels while sunlight is not present shall be prevented.  

F.5 Overcharging of the battery pack shall be prevented. 

F.6 Battery pack voltage monitoring shall be enabled. 

F.7 The quadcopter shall not be too heavy to fly as a result of the added weight of the system. 

 

Table 4 – Performance requirements. 

ID Description 

P.1 The light sensors used for the sun tracking system shall detect light of the whole sunlight 

spectra. 

P.2 The voltage measurements of each light sensor shall be made with an accuracy that is good 

enough to discern the light sensors from each other.  

P.3 The tracking system shall track the suns position within 10 seconds. 

P.4 The tracking system shall track the suns position with an accuracy of +/- 2 degrees. 

P.5 The on-board computer shall be able to read analogue signals from 2 different sources. 

P.6 The battery float voltage in the circuit shall be kept at 12.6V (+/- 0.05V) while sunlight is 

present. 

P.7 The total voltage output from the solar panels shall not drop more than the lowest safe 

level for the charging controller to operate. 

P.8 The voltage of each cell of the battery pack shall be measured with an accuracy of 1mV. 

P.9 The total flight time shall not be reduced by more than 20% as a result of the added system 
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weight.  

 

Table 5 – Design requirements. 

ID Description 

D.1 Each individual solar panel shall have the lowest weight possible. 

D.2 Each individual solar panel shall be paper thin. 

D.3 The solar panels shall be flexible. 

D.4 Any fixed position solar panels shall have an angle to catch as much illumination and 

sunlight intensity as possible. 

D.5 The layout of the solar panels shall contribute with minimum added wind resistance for the 

quadcopter. 

D.6 The solar panels shall have enough total area to produce a voltage of 18V. 

D.7 The light sensors shall be placed at the same level as the solar panel plane. 

D.8 The total weight of the system shall not exceed 225g. 

D.9 All components shall be selected to fit into the mechanics design dimensions.  

D.10 The electronics system shall be sheltered by the quadcopter main frame.  

D.11 The electronics system shall be easy accessible and major cables/connectors removable. 

 

Table 6 – Operational requirements. 

ID Description 

O.1 The sun tracking software shall be initiated and operate autonomously.  

O.2 The charging of the battery pack shall be switched on/off autonomously. 

O.3 Recharging of the battery pack shall be autonomous. 

O.4 The system shall be able to operate autonomously.  
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3.14 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
From the conclusions made in the literature review and the stated system requirements, the 

research questions for this project can be derived. The research questions that should be addressed 

are listed below: 

 Is it possible to use solar power to recharge quadcopters out in the field? 

 In what timeframe would the charging be possible? 

 What power output can be achieved by the limited solar panel area? 

 Will the benefits of a solar powered recharging system be worth the added weight of 

that system? 

 

 How can the charging performance be optimized?  

 What layout of the solar panels will yield the best possible power output? 

 Can physical sun tracking be implemented and with what accuracy can it operate? 

 Can MPPT be implemented? 
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4. METHODOLOGY 
 

In this project Systems Development Research Methodology was used as a methodology framework 

for Information Systems (IS) research. 

[39] states that “Information Systems is the study of complementary networks of hardware and 

software that people and organizations use to collect, filter, process, create and distribute data”. To 

validate that IS research is an applicable research method it has to be examined what constitutes 

research in general. In [40], research is defined as a “systematic, intensive study directed toward 

fuller scientific knowledge of the subject studied”. Looking at some of the other existing research 

classifications, such as Basic, Applied, Scientific, Engineering and Developmental research, it can be 

seen how this definition manifests itself as: 

 Developing and testing hypotheses to satisfy the intellectual interests of the researcher. 

 Application of knowledge to solve problems. 

 Confirming theoretical predictions by experiments. 

 Searching for better ways to proceed. 

The goal of research in IS is no exception as stated in [41].  

The approach to IS research is multimethodological and consists of four research strategies: theory 

building, experimentation, observation, and systems development. The research life cycle is shown in 

Figure 12. The strategies are briefly described below. 

1. “Theory Building includes development of new ideas and concepts, and construction of 

conceptual frameworks, new methods, or models” [41]. The theories can be used to create 

hypotheses and guide the design of experiments. 

2. Experimentation research use laboratory and field experiments, as well as computer and 

experimental simulations. It is bridging the fields of theory and observation. The results can 

be used to refine theories and improve systems. 

3. Observation research use case studies, field studies, and sample surveys to help researchers 

to formulate specific hypotheses to be tested through experimentation.  

4. Systems Development is described more in detail further on. 

As can be seen by these descriptions, and is clearly depicted in Figure 12, the four research strategies 

benefit each other and are part of an iteration loop with potential of constant improvements. The 

impact of continuing basic research and technological advancement can drastically influence existing 

systems, in addition to developing new systems. 

 A good example of this is the appearance of the transistor as a product of basic research and its 

application on the existing technologies such as radios, computers and vacuum tubes by the middle 

of the last century had a big impact. The transistor gave way to circuits on chips, which allowed the 

devices to grow in power and shrink in size [41].  
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Figure 12 - A multimethodological approach to IS research [41]. 

Figure 13 shows the research process stages for the systems development methodology. Just like the 

research life cycle it shows the option to iteratively refine a stage that has already been processed. 

This is a good way to enable evolvement of the system over time as new knowledge is gained. 

 

 

Figure 13 – Systems development research process [41]. 

The stages of the systems development research methodology are further addressed below along 

with some examples of practical implementation in this project. 

4.1 CONSTRUCT A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
In this stage a researcher should justify the significance of the research question by showing that it is 

new, creative and important in the field. The research question should then be designed in the 
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context of an appropriate conceptual framework. This framework is created by: (a) Declaring the 

“truth”, (b) formulating a concept, (c) constructing a method and (d) developing a theory.  

This is achieved by studying subjects relevant to the project and learning more about the system 

structure. After knowledge of the system has been gained, research objectives and techniques to 

achieve these can be identified.  

To satisfy the above guidelines this research was undertaken by first reviewing publications in the 

fields of quadcopters, LiPo batteries and solar panels. The focus was on identifying techniques to 

recharge batteries using solar panels and how and where to attach the solar panels on the 

quadcopter. Different ways to construct a solar tracking device were, examined and research 

questions were formulated which provided a focus for the remaining stages of the research project. 

    

4.2 DEVELOP A SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
The functionality of the resulting system should be designed to achieve the stated objectives. 

Requirements should be defined so they can be validated in the experiment and evaluation stage.  

This stage was implemented by identifying the system requirements and system limitations. A list of 

system requirements was written, divided into Functional, Design, Performance and Operational 

requirements. Each of the listed requirements were designed so that they could be proven fulfilled or 

not by testing in the evaluation stage. A first draft of possible solutions to fulfil the system 

requirements was made.      

 

4.3 ANALYZE AND DESIGN THE SYSTEM 
“Design involves the understanding of the studied domain, the application of relevant scientific and 

technical knowledge, the creation of various alternatives, and the synthesis and evaluation of 

proposed alternative solutions” [41]. The design specifications are used as a map for the 

implementation of the system. Comparisons of different techniques and considerations of alternative 

solutions are made in this stage. The best solution is followed up upon and gradually improved in 

accordance with the Systems Development Methodology. 

In this stage various methods were considered and evaluated to recharge the battery pack using 

solar panels. The best layout and method of attaching the solar panels considering the design and 

performance requirements were derived. The method that was found to be most reliable and easiest 

to track the sun with the panels was chosen.  The electronics box was custom designed to be 3D 

printed, and the system PCB was designed for best possible performance. Lastly the system design 

was finalized.   

 

4.4 BUILD THE SYSTEM 
In this stage the first prototype system is built. During the building the feasibility of the design is 

demonstrated. The process gives the researcher insight of advantages and disadvantages of the 

chosen design alternatives. This information is very helpful since the system may need to be 
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redesigned since studies of the functionality and the usability of a system can only be performed 

after it has been built. 

During this stage in the project the main panel frame was crafted and the positioning system 

attached. Solar panels were attached, and cables wired. The electronics box was printed, and the 

main PCB was soldered and attached in the electronics box. The software script for the sun tracking 

was written and improved upon. Weaknesses were identified and improvements were iteratively 

made to the system. 

 

4.5 EXPERIMENT, OBSERVE AND EVALUATE THE SYSTEM  
The performance and usability is tested in accordance to the stated requirement definitions in this 

stage of the methodology. The test results are interpreted and evaluated to see how well the system 

meets the system requirements. This is also the time to optimize system performance if there are 

room for any system improvements. 

To satisfy the guidelines of this stage the system was thoroughly tested to ensure system reliability. 

The solar powered recharging system effect on flight time and recharge time was evaluated. How 

well the sun tracking system performed was also evaluated. The evaluation and improvements were 

continuous throughout the testing stage.   
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5. SYSTEM DESIGN 

In this chapter each subsystem is described in detail. The design choices are justified by describing 

why the specific choices have been made. 

5.1 SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND CONTEXT  
The proposed solution to the energy problem is to use solar panels to recharge the on-board battery. 

An overview of the system design is shown in Figure 14. The subsystems that are addressed and 

modified in this project are the ones within the marked area. 

 

Figure 14 – System setup overview with the addressed subsystems within the marked area. 

The following is the context in which the project system will be working in: 

While operating, the flight controller samples the battery voltage level. When the voltage level has 

dropped to a predetermined level the flight controller signals the on-board computer to initiate the 

landing procedure. Just above the ground the quadcopter makes a 360 degrees spin and locates the 

position of the sun using the light sensors. After locating the sun the quadcopter turns 45 degrees 

west from this point and sets down. Upon landing the on-board computer get the status “landed 

mode” from the flight controller and shuts down all non-essential systems. The tracking algorithm for 

the sun tracking system is then initiated to release the main panel from the horizontal zero position 

that is kept during flight, and the panel starts tracking the sun in elevation using light sensors. 

The combined power output from all the solar panels on the quadcopter is used to recharge the 

battery through a charge circuit with a MPPT battery charge controller as the centre of operations. 

When the sun has moved 90 degrees in azimuth the flight controller and motors are temporarily 

revived and the quadcopter lift off long enough to turn 90 degrees west and then sets down again. 

This is repeated until the battery is fully charged or has reached a predetermined voltage level so 

that the quadcopter can keep flying. At this point the on-board computer terminates the tracking 

algorithm and signals the tracking system to set the main panel in the horizontal zero position. The 

quadcopter is then ready to take off again. The system is evaluated in terms of charging time, flight 

time and with what accuracy the sun tracking system operates.  
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From this context the charging and tracking systems are included in this project. The base station 

software and the automatic take-off and landing systems are addressed by other personnel at 

Monash Swarm Robotics Laboratory.    

 

5.2 MECHANICAL DESIGN 
The layout of the outer and inner structure system design is shown in Picture 5 and Picture 6.  

 

Picture 5 – Outer structure layout. 

 

Picture 6 – Inner structure layout. 
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The outer structure system layout consists of the main solar panel, back solar panel, electronics box, 

wind wall and the rest of the solar panels placed on the main frame. 

The inner structure system design consists of the BBB, servo tilt kit brackets, cables and the Printed 

Circuit Board (PCB). 

 

5.2.1 TOP COVER 

The top cover was an existing part of the quadcopter. As one of the few places with available area for 

placing new components it was an ideal spot for placement of the main panel and the additional side 

panels. While fastened to the main frame of the quadcopter it is very rigid and stable, but it can also 

be removed completely to reveal the inner fuselage where the flight controller and BBB are located. 

The top cover had to be modified for the main panel to be able to be placed in a horizontal position. 

The rear part of the ridge was cut off for this to be possible. The result compared to the original top 

cover is shown in Picture 7 and in Picture 8 the side view of the top cover is shown. The top cover 

kept the rigidness despite the missing part of the ridge. The hole was covered by thick black duct 

tape on both the upper and lower side of the cover.  

 

Picture 7 – Modified top cover compared to original top cover. 
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Picture 8 – Top cover side view. 

 

5.2.2 TILT KIT    

As a pan and tilt kit for sun tracking in both elevation and azimuth would be too bulky and impair 

aerodynamics by acting as a sail, the tracking system was designed to use only the tilt function for 

the main panel so that it can track the sun in elevation. For repositioning in azimuth the quadcopter 

will use other means as explained in the context in Chapter 5.1. This allowed for the tilt kit to be 

placed at the far back of the top cover which is situated outside the main frame fuselage. This way 

the main panel could be placed flat against the top cover during flight and thereby reducing wind 

resistance. 

Two brackets were used to attach the tilt kit, one to keep the micro servo motor in place and one to 

shift the main panel. Cut outs were made in the rear attachment flaps of the top cover to fit the first 

bracket. This is shown in Picture 9. 
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Picture 9 – Cut outs for bracket. 

The first bracket was fastened to the top cover by two additional steel brackets, screws, nuts and 

washers.  Then the micro servo motor was attached to the first bracket using a smaller custom fit 

bracket. The attachment of the micro servo motor is shown in Picture 10. 

 

Picture 10 – Micro servo motor attachment. 

The second bracket was attached to the spinning wheel of the micro servo motor. In order to do that 

two slits were cut out from the rear part of the top cover to allow the sides of the second bracket to 

protrude through the cover. This way the micro servo motor can shift the main panel from 0 to 90 

degrees. The second bracket and the top cover modifications are shown in Picture 11. 
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Picture 11 – Top bracket protruding through the top cover. 

 

5.2.3 MAIN SOLAR PANEL  

The main solar panel main frame was cut out of a 0.5mm thick carbon fiber sheet. Carbon fiber was 

chosen because of the low density, good strength and the stiffness.  A rigid surface to attach the 

solar panels to was needed because the flexibility of the thin film solar panels. The carbon fiber sheet 

was then attached to the top bracket of the tilt kit using four sets of M2 screws, nuts and washers. 

The result is shown in Picture 12. 

 

Picture 12 – Main panel carbon fiber sheet. 
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Four thin film solar panels of two different sizes were attached to the carbon fiber using superglue. 

Shading tubes for the light sensors made from small pieces of carbon fiber was also attached to the 

edges of the carbon fiber sheet and fixed in place by duct tape. The main panel with the attached 

solar panels is shown in Picture 13. 

 

Picture 13 – Main panel with attached solar panels. 

The two light sensors were placed sticking out from the upper and lower edge of the main panel, as 

shown in Picture 14.  

 

Picture 14 – Light sensor placement. 
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At the backside of the main panel the light sensors and cables were attached using duct tape, cable 

ties and cable tie stickers. The backside of the main panel is shown in Picture 15. 

 

Picture 15 – Main panel backside. 

 

5.2.4 BACK SOLAR PANEL 

The back solar panel was added to increase the total solar panel area and thereby boosting the total 

charging current. The back solar panel is just like the main solar panel made from a carbon fiber 

sheet with two thin film solar panels superglued onto its surface and cables soldered to the positive 

and negative terminals of the solar panels. On the backside of the panel a steel bracket was 

superglued and further secured by duct tape. The back solar panel was then attached to the 

equipment rods of the quadcopter using cable ties wired through holes in the bracket and around 

the equipment rods. The cables were secured using cable ties and cable tie stickers.  

The size of the back solar panel and the placement behind the main frame of the quadcopter puts it 

in wake of the quadcopter as it is flying forward and thereby minimizing effects on aerodynamics. 

Unlike the main solar panel this panel is in a fixed position of 35 degrees from vertical position. This 

angle was chosen to catch as much sunlight with as high intensity as possible based on the time of 

year during testing. The highest point of the back solar panel is below the quadcopter rotor space, so 

it will not interfere with the rotors during flight. A close-up of the back solar panel is shown in Picture 

16, and the backside of the panel with the attachment is shown in Picture 17. 
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Picture 16 – Close-up of back solar panel. 

 

Picture 17 – Backside of the back solar panel. 

 

5.2.5 OTHER SOLAR PANELS 

To further increase the total charging current, and to make sure a certain voltage level was achieved 

when all panels were connected, six additional thin film solar panels were attached to the 

quadcopter. Since the solar panels were paper-thin and highly flexible they were ideal to attach even 

on a curved surface. The two larger solar panels were superglued onto the sides of the top cover, and 

the four smaller ones were superglued on the four boom-arms of the quadcopter. Cables were 

soldered on the positive and negative terminals of all the solar panels and wired along the main 
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frame using cable ties and duct tape. The solar panels on the boom-arms are shown in Picture 18, 

and the solar panels on the sides of the top cover are shown in Picture 19. 

 

Picture 18 – Boom-arm solar panels. 

 

Picture 19 – Top cover side solar panel. 

The top cover side panels are placed in such a way that one of them will always be fully illuminated, 

regardless of how much the sun has moved in azimuth during the charging cycle. The solar panels on 

the boom-arms are just like the back solar panel attached in a position 35 degrees from vertical 

position to maximize output based on time of year. In the end the boom-arm panels turned out not 

to be used. That will be explained more in detail in Chapter 5.3.3. 
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5.2.6 WIND WALL 

As the micro servo motor will not be powered during flight, the resistance holding the main solar 

panel in a specific angle will be far less. During forward flight the speed wind would then rip up the 

main solar panel in a 90 degrees angle, creating a big sail and greatly increasing the wind resistance. 

To avoid this, a wind wall was built in front of the free end of the main solar panel, with the edge of 

the panel below and behind the wind wall. Due to the attachment of the main solar panel in the back 

end of the top cover, only forward flying could cause the main solar panel to rip up during flight. 

The wind wall was cut out of high density foam and superglued to the rugged surface of the top 

cover. The foam was chosen because of its low weight and that it was highly shapeable.  A slope was 

cut out from the front end of the wind wall to make it more aerodynamic, and another cut out was 

made to make room for the top end light sensor on the main solar panel. A close-up front view of the 

wind wall is shown in Picture 20. 

 

Picture 20 – Close-up front view of the wind wall. 

 

5.2.7 CABLE WIRING 

All the cables from the solar panels on the top cover and from the light sensors were wired through a 

hole in the top cover, along the inside of the top cover and then down into the main frame of the 

quadcopter. The cables from the back solar panel were wired along the equipment rods into the 

mainframe, and the cables from the boom-arm solar panels were wired along the boom-arms and 

directly into the main frame. Inside the main frame all the cables were wired along the outer 

perimeter to make room for the flight controller. This is shown in Picture 21. 
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Picture 21 – Cable wiring inside the fuselage. 

From the main frame two cable bundles were then led down to the bottom of the mainframe so that 

they could be connected to the electronics box. The cable bundles are shown in Picture 22. 

 

Picture 22 – Cable bundles from input power and light sensors. 
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5.2.8 ELECTRONICS BOX 

Since there was limited space beneath the main frame to place the electronics box, both the size of 

the PCB and the dimensions of the electronics box had to be adapted to fit that space. The 

electronics box had to be dimensioned to fit between the landing gears and to not stick out under 

the edge of the top cover. That way the electronics box could benefit from the shelter of the main 

frame and the top cover, and at the same time provide easy access for power, battery and load input 

connectors.  

The electronics box was designed in 3D Studio Max. The dimensions can be seen in APPENDIX B – 

SYSTEM COMPONENT SPECIFICATIONS. Cut outs were made for the connectors, cables and the 

measuring points. A corresponding lid to the electronics box was also designed in 3D Studio Max. 

Both 3D models are shown in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15 – 3D models of the electronics box and the corresponding lid. 

The box and lid where then printed in a Makerbot 3D printer. The filament used in the 3D printer 

proved to be a compact and rigid material, well suited for building the electronics box. The PCB was 

attached in the electronics box using a set of M2 screws, nuts and washers. Four 5mm long spacers 

were used between the bottom of the electronics box and the PCB. The entire setup is shown in 

Picture 23, with the PCB attached in Picture 24, and with the lid in place in Picture 25. The electronics 

box was then attached underneath the main frame using cable ties and duct tape as shown in Picture 

26. 

For more information about the system component dimensions, weight and specifications please see 

APPENDIX B – SYSTEM COMPONENT SPECIFICATIONS. 
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Picture 23 – Electronics box setup. 

 

Picture 24 – PCB mounted inside the electronics box. 
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Picture 25 – Electronics box with lid in place. 

 

Picture 26 – Electronics box attached underneath the main frame. 

   

5.3 ELECTRONICS DESIGN 
The main function of the electronics system is to regulate the received power from the solar panels 

to a level that is safe for the battery pack to be charged with. It is also monitoring the battery pack 

status as well as providing measuring points for evaluation. An overview of the electronics system is 

shown in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16 – Electronics system overview. 

The solar panels produce the power needed to recharge the battery pack. At the input of the MPPT 

Battery Charger Controller the voltage is regulated with an integrated step down converter to the 

voltage level needed to recharge a specific battery pack. The MPPT Battery Charger Controller will be 

described more in detail in Chapter 5.3.2. At the output the battery voltage level is monitored and 

when the battery is fully charged the charging will terminate. When the battery voltage level begins 

to drop again the charging will continue. 

The system load is also connected to the charging circuit output, so that it can be powered by the 

circuit without a battery pack connected, provided that there is enough power from the solar panels. 

Part of the system load is the BBB which apart from the charging circuit is the secondary centre of 

operations in regards of the light sensors and the micro servo motor. The values from the light 

sensors during sun tracking are processed by a script in the BBB and then signals are sent to the 

micro servo motor to shift the main solar panel accordingly.   

 

5.3.1 SCHEMATICS AND PCB 

The electronics schematic was designed in Cadsoft Eagle and is shown in Figure 17. For a more clear 

view a larger version of the schematic can be seen in APPENDIX A – ELECTRONICS SCHEMATICS. 
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Figure 17 – Electronics schematics. 

The components that are associated with the functions of the MPPT Battery Charger Controller will 

be explained in Chapter 5.3.2, but there are a few other things to explain about the schematics. The 

fifteen closely aligned points at the lower left corner forms the pins of the D-Sub 15 which is used to 

connect the cables from the solar panels to the PBC and the input of the charging circuit. Between 

the Ground (GND) terminals of the solar panels and the system GND the R3 0 ohm resistor acts as a 

measuring point to measure the total current in the system. The second measuring point (MP_TV1/2) 

just above the positive terminals of the solar panels is used to measure the total voltage from the 

solar panels. The R1 0.1 ohm resistor acts as the third measuring point at the input, used for 

measuring the input current. 

The R2 0.1 ohm resistor in the upper right corner acts as the output measuring point where the 

charging current is measured. In the lower part of the schematics there are a couple of voltage 

dividers that are independent from the actual charging circuit and are used to regulate the voltage 

from the light sensors to a safe level for the BBB to handle.   

From the schematics a two layer PCB layout was designed in Cadsoft Eagle. The layout is shown in 

Figure 18. 

The pads for the D-Sub 15 are to the left, the pads for the charging circuit components in the centre 

and the output and load pads to the right. At the lower part of the board the measuring point pads 

are located, and in the upper right corner the voltage dividers are situated. 
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Figure 18 – PCB layout design. 

Due to the earlier mentioned space restrictions the board shape had to be elongated, and for the 

charging circuit to work properly there was a number of design restrictions. The components had to 

be placed as close to the chip as possible and the tracks had to be as short and wide as possible to 

avoid parasitic capacitance and minimize high frequency and switching noise. Certain tracks had to 

be routed together and shielded from switching noise by a GND plane, while high current paths had 

to be isolated from the battery ground. All these things were taken into account at the layout design, 

and the input and output tracks were replaced by larger polygons for less energy loss, as well as solid 

GND layers at both the top and bottom. Since the switch node on the chip has rise and fall times that 

are less than 10ns, only surface mounted components were used for all the electrical components to 

keep the parasitic capacitance at a minimum level.  

From the layout design the PCB was produced by Circuit Labs Ltd in New Zealand. The result can be 

seen in Picture 27, and the PCB with all the components soldered is shown in Picture 28. 

 

Picture 27 – PCB. 
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Picture 28 – PCB with soldered components. 

 

5.3.2 MPPT BATTERY CHARGER CONTROLLER 

The battery charger controller is the heart of the charge circuit and the center of operations. The 

LT3652 from Linear Technology was chosen. A datasheet link can be found in the component list in 

APPENDIX B – . The LT3652 was chosen with regard to the following properties: 

 Input supply voltage regulation loop for MPPT. 

 A wide input voltage range from 5V up to 32V. 

 Programmable charge rate. 

 Automatic charging termination. 

 Programmable battery float voltage. 

The input regulation loop is used to maintain the solar panels at peak output power by reducing the 

charge current if the input voltage falls below the programmed level. By shorting the timer pin to 

GND the LT3652 is configured to terminate charging when the charging current falls below 1/10 of 

the programmed maximum. When the battery pack is fully charged the LT3652 enters a low current 

standby mode. A new charging cycle is started when the battery voltage falls 2.5% below the 

programmed battery float voltage level. The LT3652 uses an integrated 1Mhz constant frequency 

step-down converter that is driven by a bootstrapped supply to maximize efficiency during charging 

cycles. The LT3652 and the pin configuration are shown in Figure 19. 

Here follows a short account of the pin functions and how they are used in the electronics system for 

this project. 

1. Charger input supply. Must be 3.3V greater than the battery float voltage for reliable start-

up. 

2. Input voltage regulation reference. Used to program the peak power voltage for the solar 

panels.  

3. Precision threshold shutdown pin. Not used  Connected to pin 1 via a 0 ohm resistor. 

4. Open-collector charger status output. A LED can be connected to indicate charging mode. 

Not used  Not Connected (NC). 
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Figure 19 – The LT3652 chip with pin configuration. 

5. Fault pin used to indicate fault condition in the battery pack. Not used  NC. 

6. End-of-cycle programming pin. Shorted to GND to program end-of-cycle when the charging 

current is has dropped below 1/10 of maximum. 

7. Battery float voltage feedback reference. The battery float voltage is programmed so that 

3.3V is maintained on this pin. If that reference drops more than 2.5% a new charging cycle 

is started. 

8. Battery temperature monitor pin. Not used  NC. 

9. Charger output pin. The battery float voltage is maintained at this pin and it is also the 

reference for the current sense voltage. 

10. Charge current sense pin.  A resistor is placed between this pin and pin 9 to set the 

maximum charge current value. 

11. Bootstrapped supply rail for switch drive. This pin facilitates saturation of the switch 

transistor. 

12. Output of the charger switch. 

13. GND reference and heat sink  GND. 

At the supply input a 4.7µF and a 10µF was placed in parallel as a decoupling capacitor for absorbing 

all input switching ripple current and voltage glitches. At the battery charging pin a 10µF decoupling 

capacitor was placed with an additional 100µF capacitor in parallel for the purpose of being able to 

change battery packs without disconnecting the power supply. Between pin 11 and 12 a 1µF 

decoupling capacitor was placed.  

In terms of rectifiers schottky diodes were chosen for the supply input and between pin 12 and GND 

as the low forward voltage yield the lowest power loss and have the highest efficiency. An ultra-fast 

diode was placed between the boost and battery charging pins with the cathode connected to the 

boost pin to refresh the decoupling capacitor between pin 11 and 12. As the battery float voltage is 

higher than 8.4V an additional zener diode was put in series with the ultra-fast diode to prevent 

exceeding the boost pin operating voltage range.    
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The maximum charge current was set by choosing an inductor sense resistor RSENSE such that the 

desired maximum average current through that sense resistor creates a 100mV drop. The resistor 

value is calculated by: 

 

𝑅𝑆𝐸𝑁𝑆𝐸 =
0.1

𝐼𝐶𝐻𝐺(𝑀𝐴𝑋)
 

(4) 

 

At the time of designing the maximum charge current was estimated to 130mA. That gives: 

 

𝑅𝑆𝐸𝑁𝑆𝐸 =
0.1

0.13 
 ≈ 0.77𝑜ℎ𝑚 

(5) 

 

The closest possible single resistor value was 0.75ohm so that was chosen for RSENSE as represented 

by R8 in the schematics. 

The output battery float voltage VBAT(FLT) was programmed by connecting a resistor divider between 

pin 7 and 9. To get the high precision values a 3-resistor network was used instead of the usual 2-

resistor divider, as shown in Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20 – 3-resistor network divider. 

To calculate RFB1 and RFB2 the following equation was used: 

 

𝑅𝐹𝐵2

𝑅𝐹𝐵1
 =  

3.3

𝑉𝐵𝐴𝑇(𝐹𝐿𝑇) − 3.3
 

(6) 

 

As the battery float voltage for a 3-cell LiPo pack is 12.6V, the result is: 

 

𝑅𝐹𝐵2

𝑅𝐹𝐵1
 =  

3.3

12.6 − 3.3
 = 0.3548387097 

(7) 

 

Setting divider current IRFB = 10μA yields: 
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𝑅𝐹𝐵2  =  
3.3

10𝜇
 = 330𝑘𝑜ℎ𝑚 

(8) 

 

Solving for RFB1: 

 

𝑅𝐹𝐵1  =  
330𝑘

0.3548387097
 = 930𝑘𝑜ℎ𝑚 

(9) 

 

The divider equivalent resistance is: 

 

𝑅𝐹𝐵1||𝑅𝐹𝐵2  = 243571.4286 (10) 
 

To satisfy the 250k equivalent resistance to the VFB pin: 

 

𝑅𝐹𝐵3  = 250𝑘 − 243571.4286 ≈ 6428.6𝑘𝑜ℎ𝑚 (11) 
 

By choosing 6.34kohm and 88.7ohm resistors the result was 6428.7ohm for RFB3 as represented by 

R11 and R12 in the schematics. RFB1 was made from a 910kohm resistor and a 20k resistor as 

represented by R9 and R10 in the schematics, and RFB2 is represented by R13. 

Lastly the minimum operational voltage was programmed by connecting a resistor divider from pin 1 

to pin 2 as seen in Figure 21. 

 

Figure 21 – Minimum input resistor divider. 

The values for RIN1 and RIN2 are calculated by:  

 

𝑅𝐼𝑁1

𝑅𝐼𝑁2
 = (

𝑉𝐼𝑁(𝑀𝐼𝑁)

2.7
) − 1 

(12) 
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With the input voltage having to be 3.3V higher than the battery float voltage for a reliable start-up 

that results in 15.9V.For safety 2.1V was added so the total desired minimum voltage was 18V. 

Inserting that in (12) gives: 

 

𝑅𝐼𝑁1

𝑅𝐼𝑁2
 = (

18

2.7
) − 1 ≈ 5.67 

(13) 

 

To achieve that ratio RIN1 was chosen to 510kohm as represented by R5 in the schematics and RIN2 

was chosen to 90kohm as represented by R6 and R7.  

For individual specifications of the passive components in the charge circuit please see the 

component list in APPENDIX B – SYSTEM COMPONENT SPECIFICATIONS. 

 

5.3.3 SOLAR PANELS 

The solar panels that were chosen for this project are from the PowerFilm Wireless Electronics 

Series. These modules were chosen for specifications such as very low weight, paper thin, durable 

and very flexible. The thin profile enables them to be easily integrated with devices for solar 

recharging. They are of the amorphous silicon chemistry which has a relatively low efficiency but the 

great need for low weight and flexibility made thin film panels the only reasonable choice. A close-up 

view of one PowerFilm panel is shown in Picture 29. 

 

Picture 29 – PowerFilm solar panel close-up. 

As briefly mentioned in the chapter above the desired total effective voltage output from the solar 

panels was at least 18V. To achieve this, two panels with an operating voltage of 6V were added with 

two panels with an operating voltage of 3V. These four panels were connected in series, creating the 

main solar panel with an open circuit voltage of 24.2V and an effective operating voltage of 18V. The 

short circuit current of the main solar panel was 65mA and the effective operating current 50mA.  
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The main solar panel was in turn connected in parallel with a second array consisting of the back 

solar panel and the top cover side solar panels in series. The open circuit voltage and operating 

voltage of the second array was the same as the first but with a slightly lower operating current of 

45mA. With the two arrays connected in parallel the total maximum operating current was 95mA, 

and the operating voltage was 18V. The positive and negative terminals of the two arrays were 

connected to the PCB via the D-Sub 15. 

As for the small solar panels on the boom-arms, they were added before the ideal system input 

voltage was known. It turned out that they could not be connected without lowering the total 

operating current, so they were not connected to the electronics system. Because of their very low 

total weight of below 2g they were left in place for potential future use.  

 

5.3.4 LIGHT SENSORS   

The light sensors used for the main solar panel sun tracking are monolithic silicon integrated circuits 

containing a photodiode, operational amplifier and feedback components. They are optical sensors 

converting light intensity to a voltage. The output voltage is directly proportional to the light intensity 

in the photodiode. They have three pins, GND, supply and output. The light sensors use the BBB as 

power supply and return the output to the two first analogue input pins after the voltage has been 

scaled down at the voltage dividers on the PCB.   

These sensors were chosen because of the high irradiance responsivity, low supply current, wide 

supply range and wide wavelength spectra.  Shading tubes with small inlet holes had to be used 

though to prevent the sensors going into saturation mode from direct illumination. The sensor is 

shown in Picture 14. 

 

5.3.5 MICRO SERVO MOTOR  

The micro servo motor used for the main solar panel sun tracking is a Dagu micro servo motor. It is 

PWM controlled, has an operating voltage range of 4.8V to 6.0V and a torque force of 1.5kg.cm. It 

has an idle current of 5.4 mA and an average operating current of 150mA.  

This micro servo motor was chosen with regards to its low weight, accurate rotation and small 

dimensions. The micro servo motor fixed in place under the top cover can be viewed in Picture 10. 

 

5.3.6 CABLES AND CONNECTORS  

Two types of cables were used in the electronics system. The majority of all cables are ordinary signal 

cables with American Wire Gauge (AWG) 24. As the currents from the solar panels are fairly low the 

wire gauge of signal cables are by far enough. The other cables that were used are the short pieces 

between the battery and load pads on the PCB and the T-plug contacts. It is a 32 strand, AWG 17 

heavy duty high current tinned copper wire with an operating voltage of up to 240V. It was chosen 

for the ability to handle the high current that will flow from the battery to the system load during 

flight. 
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There were four different connectors used in the electronics system. One pair of male/female D-Sub 

15 connectors for the power supply to the PCBs from the solar panels. A pair of T-Plug connectors for 

connecting the battery pack and the system load to the PCB. Pin and socket headers for the 

connection of the light sensors to the voltage dividers on the PCB, and lastly four twin pin headers as 

the measuring points. The connectors are shown in Picture 30. 

 

Picture 30 – The connectors used in the electronics system. 

 

5.3.7 BATTERY PACK 

The battery pack used for the quadcopter, and which the mission was to recharge, was a Lithium-

Polymer battery from A.K.E Dragon. This particularly type of battery was one of the given primary 

conditions, along with the model of the quadcopter. Along with G4 nano technology it has higher 

discharge ability and an ideal cycle life compared other batteries in the same category.  

It is a battery pack with three 3.7V cells stacked in series, resulting in 11.1V output. It has a capacity 

of 6600mAh with a continuous discharge rate of 119A and short bursts up to 198A. The G4 

production technology allows for safe charging rates up to 33A. Despite the high capacity the weight 

is still very low at 420g. As discharge interface it has a female T-plug, and it has a standard 4-pin 

interface balance charge connector. The battery float voltage during charging is 4.2V per cell in the 

case if these particular LiPo batteries. So for this battery pack a total battery float voltage of 12.6 had 

to be used. A close-up of the battery pack is shown in Picture 31. 
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Picture 31 – Battery pack close-up. 

 

5.3.8 ENERGY BUDGET 

There are a few things to consider and explain regarding the power consumption of the electronics 

system. Firstly the BBB is quite power consuming. To run this continuously with the sun tracking 

algorithm would be impossible as the combined power produced by the solar panels is lower than 

the power consumption of the BBB. In the near future the Mulle will be implemented as part of the 

system, and has the capacity to take over all the tasks regarding the sun tracking from the BBB. This 

way the BBB can be shut down completely during charging and revived by the Mulle when it is time 

to fly on. The Mulle has such a low power consumption that is negligible compared to the BBB. To 

simulate that a Mulle is used for this task the BBB is powered separately by a laptop during the 

tracking test in Chapter 6.2. 

The major power consuming components that are left during recharging are presented in Table 7. 

Table 7 – Power consuming components during recharging. 

Component Quantity Operating 
voltage  

Operating 
current 

Power 
consumption 

LT3652 1 13.4V 2.5mA (85µA idle) 0.0335W 

Light sensors 2 5V 1.1mA 0.011W 

Micro servo 
motor 

1 3.3V 150mA 0.495W 

 

It is important to point out that the micro servo motor will only be running at 10 seconds intervals 

once every 30 minutes during a charging cycle. So the total constant power consumption during 

recharging is only 44.5mW which is a mere 2.6% of the produced power from the solar panels. 

During the 10 second intervals that the micro servo motor is running it is consuming about 55mA 
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more than the solar panels are producing, so at that time the battery pack will experience a small 

discharge. But since it is such a short time the battery pack level will quickly rise again.     

   

5.4 SOFTWARE DESIGN 
The BBB with an AM335x ARM processor was used for this project. The BBB was responsible for the 

sun tracking operation. Light intensity data was collected during the recharging from analogue 

photodiodes. The Beaglebone script testing site was used as ground station during testing. A top 

down structure for the software system is shown in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22 – Top down structure. 

 

5.4.1 BEAGLEBONE BLACK   

As mentioned in 5.3.8, the functions performed by the BBB in this project will ideally be performed 

by a Mulle instead in the near future. But since the BBB is the actual computer hardware used in this 

project, only the BBB will be discussed in this chapter.  

BBB is a community-supported development platform for developers and hobbyists. It boots Linux in 

under 10 seconds and the only interface that is needed is a single USB cable. Further specifications: 

 AM335x 1GHz ARM Cortex-A8 processor 

 512MB DDR3 RAM 
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 4GB 8-bit eMMC on-board flash storage 

 3D graphics accelerator 

 NEON floating-point accelerator 

 2x PRU 32-bit microcontrollers 

 USB client for power and communications 

 USB host 

 Ethernet 

 HDMI 

 2x 46 pin headers 

In this project the Ångström operating system was used for the BBB and a Javascript based language 

was used for writing the script operating the sun tracking. The BoneScript library was used that is 

specifically optimized for the Beagle family and featuring familiar Arduino function calls which makes 

it very easy to use. The possibility to use the scripts within the browser also made it very handy.  

 

Picture 32 – BBB close-up. 

Picture 32 shows a close-up of the BBB. Only the upper pin header in the picture was used. Rightmost 

were the GND sockets used for both the light sensors and the micro servo motor. The next pair was 

the 3.3V sockets used for the micro servo motor supply, and the next pair was the 5V sockets used 

for the power supply to the light sensors. Pin 39 and 40 on the same header were analogue pins that 

were used to connect the output from the light sensors.  

For more information about the BBB, please visit Beaglebone Black wiki at [42]. 

 

5.4.2 SOFTWARE FLOW 

The sun tracking system has a very simple working principle. If the sun is high in the sky, the upper 

light sensor will be more illuminated than the lower sensor and the micro servo will be instructed to 
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move the main solar panel towards a horizontal position until the difference between the light 

sensors are within the defined level. If instead the sun is low in the sky the lower light sensor will be 

more illuminated and the micro servo motor will instead be instructed to raise the elevation of the 

main solar panel until once again the difference is within the defined value. Exactly how this is done 

is shown in the script shown in Figure 24.   

To save energy, and because of the lack of need to keep the tracking script running all the time, the 

script will only run for 10 seconds once every 30 minutes to compensate for how much the sun has 

moved in elevation the last 30 minutes. Since this is no more than maximum 5 degrees at sunrise and 

sunset, that time scale is sufficient.  When the script is run it follows the software flow presented in 

Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23 – Software flowchart. 

At first when the script is run the start-up procedure calls on the BoneScript, sets the starting 

position of the micro servo and the increment size according to the script in the next section. The 

pulse width modulation is then activated with the duty cycle specified. It then enters the main loop 

where the values of the light sensors are read and compared to each other. If the difference between 

the two values is larger than the set value, the panel position is either increased by one or decreased 

by one increment, depending on if the upper or lower light sensor has the greater value. Then it 

starts over in the main loop. When the difference between the sensors is within set value, it exits the 

loop and ends the script.  

 

5.4.3 SUN TRACKING SCRIPT 

The sun tracking script with explanatory notes is presented in Figure 24. 
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Figure 24 – Sun tracking script. 
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6 EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

In this chapter the system is evaluated by performing a number of experiments and analysing the 

results.  The system is evaluated with regard to the following properties: 

 Solar panel output with regards to illumination angle displacements.  

 Sun tracking accuracy. 

 Flight time with vs. without the added system weight. 

 Charging performance. 

The illumination angle displacement test yields information of how often the quadcopter have to be 

moved in azimuth without losing too much power output from the solar panels. It also gives a 

baseline for which level of accuracy in the sun tracking that is acceptable and how often the tracking 

script needs to be run. The sun tracking accuracy is then tested to reveal how good the design of the 

tracking system is and if the tracking script is advanced enough.  

The flight time test shows how much less the flight time becomes with the added weight of the 

system and indicates if the extra weight is worth it. To decide if the reduced flight time is worth it or 

not, further information about the performance of the charging system is needed. So the fourth test 

is a charging performance test that shows how well the system is charging the battery and yields 

information on whether it is possible to use solar power to recharge the units out in the field or not. 

These four tests together cover all the main research questions stated in Chapter 3.14 and provide a 

good evaluation of the proposed system.       

 

6.1 ILLUMINATION ANGLE DISPLACEMENT TEST 
The maximum illumination angle, which yields the highest possible power output from a solar panel, 

is when the angle of incidence is perpendicular. When the angle of incidence is displaced, either in 

elevation or azimuth (or both), the power output drops. In this test the power output from a single 

thin film solar panel was measured with increasing displacement angle with regards to the maximum 

illumination angle in both elevation and azimuth. The test revealed information about the rate of 

which the power output drops with increasing displacement angles.  

 

6.1.1 PARAMETERS 

A single 64x36.5mm panel was attached to a board that could be shifted in elevation. The lower end 

of the board was attached to a flat wheel that could spin in azimuth. The wheel was attached on top 

of a big protractor, and another protractor board was attached in the background behind the solar 

panel board, so the displacement angles in both elevation and azimuth could be measured. Cables 

from the positive and negative terminals on the solar panel were connected to a multimeter so the 

voltage and current output from the panel could be measured. The test setup is shown in Picture 33. 
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Picture 33 – Illumination angle displacement test setup. 

As a note to the test setup in the picture, the white surfaces for the protractors were replaced by 

non-reflecting materials before the testing, but with the same working principle.  

With the multimeter the open circuit voltage and short circuit current were measured, then 

converted to the real operating voltage and current. The power output was then calculated and 

compiled. The used solar panel has a typical power output of 0.066W at maximum light intensity.   

The test was performed by starting to measure the output for a displacement angle in elevation 

between 0 and 60 degrees with 10 degrees increments and the azimuth angle kept constant at 0 

degrees. Then the procedure was repeated with the azimuth displacement angle of 10 degrees, then 

increasing with 10 degrees increments up to 60 degrees displacement angle in azimuth. This resulted 

in 49 measuring points. 

The whole test was made at 3 different sun elevation angles. The first at 10 degrees elevation when 

the sunlight intensity was low, the second at 30 degrees elevation with medium intensity, and the 

last one at 50 degrees sun elevation with high sunlight intensity. Each test at each sun elevation 

angle was made 5 times, and the mean values are presented in the results. 

 

6.1.2 RESULTS  

The results from the 10, 30 and 50 degrees sun elevation tests are presented in Figure 25, Figure 26 

and Figure 27. 
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Figure 25 – Power output at increasing illumination angle displacement at 10 degrees sun elevation angle. Maximum 
power output at 0 degrees displacement in both azimuth and elevation, and minimum output at 60 degrees 
displacement in both directions. 

 

Figure 26 - Power output at increasing illumination angle displacement at 30 degrees sun elevation angle. Maximum 
power output at 0 degrees displacement in both azimuth and elevation, and minimum output at 60 degrees 
displacement in both directions. 
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Figure 27 - Power output at increasing illumination angle displacement at 50 degrees sun elevation angle. Maximum 
power output at 0 degrees displacement in both azimuth and elevation, and minimum output at 60 degrees 
displacement in both directions. 

 

6.1.3 ANALYSIS 

The results show that during the middle of the day when the sunlight intensity is high, the power 

output with displacement in elevation drops only less than 3% between 0 and 10 degrees. The power 

drop is almost linear up to 30 degrees displacement and then the drop becomes exponential. For 

azimuth the reaction to angle displacement is better. For up to 60 degrees displacement angle the 

power output only drops 12%, providing that the elevation displacement is kept at 0 degrees. As the 
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exponential which is seen by the curved shape of the sheets in the 3D plots.  

As the sunlight intensity drops, both the total power output and the relationship between elevation 

and azimuth conditions gets worse as seen in the case of 30 and 10 degrees sun elevation. For 10 

degrees elevation displacement the output power drops 3.5% for 30 degrees sun elevation and 5.4% 

for 10 degrees sun elevation as opposed to 2.7% in the case of 50 degrees sun elevation. For azimuth 

the drop in power output for 50 degrees displacement is 16 % for 30 degrees sun elevation and 40% 

for 10 degrees sun elevation as opposed to 9% in the case of 50 degrees sun elevation. The 

exponential trend is clearly more distinct the lower the sunlight intensity gets.   

 

6.1.4 CONCLUSION 

As the power drop is fairly low for up to 10 degrees displacement in elevation, the previous 

suggestion of running the sun tracking script once every 30 minutes is well based as during that time 
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the sun will move maximum 5 degrees in elevation. During the middle of the day the sun moves even 

more slowly in elevation and arguments could be made to run the tracking script once every hour 

during that phase. As for azimuth, provided that elevation displacement can be kept within 5 degrees 

at all times a displacement of up to 45 degrees can be allowed for most time of the day. This is based 

on that once up and running, the charging circuit will keep charging until the input voltage has 

dropped 25%. The only time that the displacement angle has to be lower is between 0-20 degrees in 

sun elevation. So if the quadcopter lands 45 degrees beyond solar maximum, it has to be 

repositioned after the sun has moved 90 degrees in azimuth. This means that during a full day of 

charging, the quadcopter will only have to be repositioned maximum 3 times.   

  

6.2 SUN TRACKING ACCURACY TEST 
In this test the accuracy and behaviour of the sun tracking system were evaluated. The test revealed 

information about the tracking accuracy and the system performance. Due to strict time limitations 

and bad weather the test could not be performed using real sunlight. The test was instead performed 

indoors using artificial sunlight.  

 

6.2.1 PARAMETERS 

A sunlamp was mounted on a rig that could be raised in elevation and all other light sources in the 

room were terminated. The quadcopter was placed on the floor further away from the rig and the 

angle towards to sunlamp was carefully measured.  A laptop with the Beaglebone script testing 

browser acted as the ground station and the interface towards the quadcopter was a USB cable. The 

test setup is shown in Picture 34. 

 

Picture 34 – Sun tracking accuracy test setup. 
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The test was performed by starting with a sun lamp elevation of 20 degrees. The sun tracking script 

was then initiated with the main solar panel released from a randomized starting position between 

0-90 degrees elevation. When the tracking was done and the script was terminated the elevation 

angle of the main solar panel was measured. The whole procedure was repeated for 5 times. The 

mean values were plotted against the corresponding optimal elevation angles and are presented in 

the results. The entire test was performed for 40 and 60 degrees sun lamp elevation in addition to 20 

degrees.   

Throughout the test observations were made regarding in what timeframe the system had decided 

which way to shift the panel, how fast the system had tracked to the correct position and what 

happened when the correct position had been reached. 

 

6.2.2 RESULTS 

The results from the sun tracking tests are shown in Figure 28 together with the corresponding 

optimal elevation values. 

 

Figure 28 – Sun tracking accuracy test results. 

 

6.2.3 ANALYSIS 

For the sun tracking accuracy it is clearly shown that a better accuracy is achieved when the light 

source is located at a higher elevation angle. The offset at the lowest measured light source elevation 
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As for how fast the tracking was completed it was quite fast and smooth, usually finished within 5 

seconds from releasing the panel, regardless of releasing position. But as for how good the system 

was to decide which way to track the panel, the trend of the accuracy was reflected. When the light 

source angle was low, and the starting position of the main solar panel was horizontal position the 

tracking was slow in the beginning, more than the usual error margin. This could be explained by the 

angle of incident being so narrow that almost no light reached either of the light sensors.  

When the panel had found its mark it did not always stay in place, but moved back and forward with 

a couple degrees. This could probable be solved by further specify the allowed differential value of 

the light sensors. 

 

6.2.4 CONCLUSION 

As this test could not be performed outdoors with actual sunlight, not too many conclusions should 

be made from the results. However, considering the simplicity of the tracking design, the tracking 

accuracy towards a fixed light source is quite impressive and fully adequate for the level of this 

project. It was also shown that the tracking can indeed be made within 10 seconds or even less, 

which will save precious power during recharging.   

   

6.3 FLIGHT TIME TEST 
With added payload the total flight time is reduced. If the flight time would be significantly shorted 

due to added payload then the benefits from to added system would have to be evaluated to 

determine if the shortened flight time is worth it. 

This test was done to reveal how much shorter the flight time becomes by adding the extra weight of 

the solar powered recharging system. 

 

6.3.1 PARAMETERS 

A quadcopter that was modified to be able to autonomously keep a specified altitude using sonar 

was mounted on a rig that could move up and down in elevation. By Wi-Fi connection that enabled 

up- and down link the flight controller software was used on a laptop to send start-up, altitude and 

shutdown commandos. A battery monitor was used that started an alarm when any of the cells in 

the battery pack had dropped to the defined safety level. The test setup is shown in Picture 35. 
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Picture 35 – Flight test setup. 

By letting the quadcopter fly autonomously on a rig, all human interaction was eliminated and 

thereby the error margin was minimized. Some of the other variables were instead possible friction 

from the rig and the status and lifetime of the battery packs, as four different battery packs were 

used in this test. The difference in balance between the cells in the battery packs were less than 

10mV before all test flights.  

The test was performed by connecting a fully charged battery pack to the quadcopter. Then a 

command was sent to the quadcopter to lift-off and keep an altitude of 20cm above the base level. 

At the same time a timer was started. When the battery monitor alarm sounded for low battery level 

the timer was stopped and a landing and shutdown command was sent to the quadcopter. The test 

was repeated 5 times.   

To simulate the added weight of the solar powered recharging system the same total weight of 

210.1g was added to the quadcopter at a centralized position below the battery pack. Then the test 

was repeated 5 more times. 

 

6.3.2 RESULTS 

The result from the flight time test is presented in Table 8. 

Table 8 – Flight time test results. 

 Flight time without added 
weight (minutes) 

Flight time with added weight 
(minutes) 

1 15:41 12:47 

2 15:24 13:03 

3 14:36 13:21 

4 15:09 13:01 

5 15:45 12:52 

Mean value 15:19 13:00 

 

6.3.3 ANALYSIS 

With the added weight of the solar powered recharge system the flight time is 15% less than 

without. This result is quite promising since the added weight of 210.1g is not far from half of the 

designated payload capacity. It should also be mentioned that the extra equipment for the wireless 

connection and the plastic bar of the rig together has a total weight of more than that payload. So 
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with the added weight of the system the payload limit was exceeded with about 300g, making the 

quadcopter struggle to even be able to lift-off.  So to only lose 15% in flight time with that heavy 

payload is quite good. 

 

6.3.4 CONCLUSION  

Since the flight time is only reduced by 15% the benefit of being able to recharge and revive units out 

in the field definitely outweighs the loss of flight time. The result is fully acceptable.  

      

6.4 CHARGING PERFORMANCE TEST 
In this test the performance of the charging system was evaluated. The test revealed information 

about the charging power levels throughout a day of charging, what level of charging that could be 

achieved, and in what timespan it was achieved.  

With this information conclusions can be made about the level of success of the thesis project, and 

whether recharging the units out in the field using solar power is plausible or not.  

 

6.4.1 PARAMETERS 

For this test the quadcopter with the project system in its entirety was used. In addition two 

multimeters for collecting values at the four measuring points in the electronics system were used. 

The battery monitor used in the flight time test was also used in this test to read the battery pack 

voltage. Each battery pack used in the test had a starting voltage level of 3.2 per cell, which is 9.6V in 

total. That level had been chosen as the lower limit to have some safety margin for landing as the 

lowest recommended level to drain a cell is 3.0V. The test setup is shown in Picture 36. 

 

Picture 36 – Charging performance test setup. 
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The test was performed on sunny days by placing the quadcopter in an open field in the morning 

starting at 10 degrees sun elevation, facing 45 degrees west from the suns position. Every 30 minutes 

the main solar panel was placed so the angle of incident was perpendicular to the sun, and when the 

sun had moved 90 degrees in azimuth the quadcopter was repositioned 90 degrees to the west. This 

was repeated until the end of the test.  

Once every 30 minutes the charging voltage and current were measured along with the total voltage 

level of the battery pack. The test was finished when the sun had fallen to 10 degrees elevation again 

late in the afternoon, when further recharging was not possible. The entire test was made on 3 

separate occasions, all on completely sunny days. The compiled results are presented in the results 

section below. 

 

6.4.2 RESULTS  

The result of the test of the charging power in relation to the time of day is presented in Figure 29.  

The result of the charging time test is presented in Figure 30. 

 

Figure 29 – Charging power test results. 
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Figure 30 – Battery pack voltage level relative to charging time. 

 

6.4.3 ANALYSIS  

The results regarding the charging power in relation to time of the day are as expected. The battery 

float voltage is kept at 12.6V throughout the day, while the charging current is quite low in the 

morning, then rising quickly during the first hours of charging, to finally peak at midday at values a bit 

higher than the measured maximum output of the solar panels. This is probably in thanks to the 

MPPT feature in the charging circuit. During the afternoon the charging power is basically a mirror 

reflection of the first half of the day, the charging current dropping until the test is terminated. It is 

also shown that near maximum charging power is kept for the length of at least 5 hours, which is a 

good property.  

The results regarding the charging time and battery pack voltage level were not as expected though. 

The charging starts out well with increasing the battery pack voltage with 100mV every 30 minutes, 

but then the curve pans out a bit, even though the charging power is increasing. It is clear that it 

takes more amount of power to keep the same rate of charging as the battery pack voltage level 

increases. Then as the charging power drops in the late afternoon the curve pans out even more. The 

system is basically not charging the battery pack at all during the last half hour of testing. However, it 

should be mentioned that voltage level balance between the cells in the battery pack is kept 

perfectly by the charging circuit, never being more than 10mV in difference.  
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6.4.4 CONCLUSIONS   

The performance of the system in terms of power output was as expected, based on the solar panel 

area used. The battery float voltage during charging was kept at a stable level throughout the testing 

and the total charging power was even boosted a bit by the MPPT feature.   

As for charging time the result was a bit lower than expected as only a level of about 60% of full 

battery pack capacity was reached during a full day of charging. This result does not discard the idea 

of solar powered recharging for quadcopters however as it is still very useful to revive depleted units 

out in the field that would otherwise have been lost or had to be collected using human resources. 

This is a good first step towards a more efficient solar powered recharging system for quadcopters 

and with improvements to this system it is fully possible to greatly improve charging times.             
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7 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 

To be able to continue the research of making quadcopters more autonomous the problem with 

sufficient energy, which is one of the biggest challenges, needs to be addressed. To only use fixed 

charging stations would not be reasonable for a robot with has relatively large range and would 

greatly limit the range of operations. In a scenario in the future when these units would be used for 

planetary exploration an independent recharging system would even be completely necessary. With 

independent recharging systems, super-scalable swarms of units would also be supported and 

thereby increasing the overall efficiency. The focus of this report has been to address the problem 

with energy resources and propose a solution.  

This thesis has been carried out at the Monash Swarm Robotics Laboratory in Melbourne and the 

purpose of the work has been to produce a prototype of a solar powered recharging system for a 

commercial quadcopter. The objectives were to design and build a solar panel layout design that 

would make it possible to track the sun, and to design and build an electronics system that would 

allow recharging of the on-board battery pack as efficiently as possible.  In the end the ultimate goal 

was to prove the concept, that this was possible and a first step on the way.  

To pass the strict weight and space restrictions thin film solar panels were used as the power source 

and a sun tracking system was designed using light sensors and a micro servo motor. The electronics 

system used a charging circuit including a MPPT Battery Charger Controller to provide maximum 

power output regardless of weather conditions. The finished prototype was then evaluated in terms 

of power output, sun tracking accuracy, flight time and charging performance. Multiple testing was 

performed and the average results were presented as the test results. 

Although the charging performance was a bit lower than expected in terms of charging time, the 

concept of using solar power to recharge quadcopters out in the field has been proved. The system 

can be used to revive completely depleted units out in the field that would otherwise have been lost. 

A day of recharging may also be enough for a quadcopter to make it back to base or to another fixed 

location charging station. The concept of solar powered recharging can also be combined with other 

forms of autonomous recharging such as induction by power lines.  

There is also the choice to continue the recharging the next day to reach the desired battery voltage 

level to fly on. This system would be especially effective in quadcopters using the perching 

techniques. It would recharge the batteries during the longer times of perching and when it is time to 

change to another location the battery would be fully charged.  

Solar panel efficiency is constantly improving and with the possibility of using foldable panels to 

increase the total solar panel area a similar system could produce reasonable charging times. 

Considering all this and the good results regarding the sun tracking and flight times, this is a good 

first step towards a more effective charging system.  
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7.1 PROJECT LIMITATIONS 
There have been a few project limitations which reflect in the results. Firstly one of the biggest 

challenges has been to modify an existing commercial quadcopter. The design of the quadcopter 

leaves very little area to place solar panels. The main frame could be redesigned to allow for a larger 

amount of fixed and foldable solar panels which would greatly increase the charging power.  

Secondly a big part of the project has been dependent on good weather, which is hard to come by 

during winter. This caused a lot of delays during the testing phase and some of the testing had to be 

performed using artificial sunlight, yielding less accurate results. 
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8 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
 

Since this is one of the first steps taken in this field and the project time was limited, a lot of 

improvements can and should be made. The first step would be to increase the total solar panel 

area, preferable by researching the possibility to use foldable panels that would unfold upon landing 

the quadcopter and then be retracted before take-off.  Another step would be to make the charging 

circuit more efficient, searching for better solutions in terms of design and hardware. More research 

on combining other techniques for different energy-harvesting sources should also be done. The 

measured results from the testing in Chapter 6 can be compared with theoretical models to further 

prove the concept. As for the software part the sun tracking script could be translated to C++ 

language as it is more universal and the program interacting with the landing and take-off 

procedures needs to be written.  
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APPENDIX A – ELECTRONICS SCHEMATICS 

 

Figure 31 – Electronics schematics. 
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APPENDIX B – SYSTEM COMPONENT SPECIFICATIONS 
A list of the electrical components is presented in Table 9. For technical specifications please refer to 

the individual datasheets. The system component dimensions are presented in Table 10, and a 

weight list in Table 11.    

Table 9 – Component list. 

Item Component 
name 

Manufacturer Number of 
units 

Datasheet link 

Battery charger 
controller 

LT3652 Linear Technology 1 http://cds.linear.co
m/docs/en/datash
eet/3652fd.pdf 

Thin film solar 
panels 

SP/MPT-series PowerFilm Solar 12 http://www.power
filmsolar.com/file.c
fm/media/cms/OE
Minstructions_DA7
C2E8CD0DA4.pdf 

Light sensors TSL250R-LF AMS 2 http://www.farnell
.com/datasheets/3
01932.pdf 

D-Sub 15 P3085 Altronics 2 http://www.altroni
cs.com.au/p/p308
5-de15-high-
density-female-
pcb-mount/ 

2 way header 22-12-4022 Molex 4 http://www.farnell
.com/datasheets/1
843064.pdf 

Thick film 
resistors 

CRC-series Vishay Draloric 14 http://www.farnell
.com/datasheets/1
720486.pdf 

Metal film 
resistor 

CRA2512-FZ-
R100ELF 

Bourns 2 http://www.farnell
.com/datasheets/1
849485.pdf 

Ceramic 
multilayer 
capacitors 

GRM-series Murata 
 

5 http://www.farnell
.com/datasheets/6
26718.pdf 

Inductor IHLP2525CZER100
M11  
 

Vishay Dale 1 http://www.farnell
.com/datasheets/4
25616.pdf 

Rectifier diode ES2AA Diodes Inc 1 http://www.diodes
.com/datasheets/d
s14002.pdf 

Schottky diode CMSH3-40MA Central 
Semiconductor 
Corp 

2 http://www.centra
lsemi.com/PDFs/pr
oducts/CMSH3_20
MA.PDF 

Zener diode 1SMA5919BT3G 
 

ON Semiconductor 1 http://www.farnell
.com/datasheets/8
6090.pdf 

Micro servo HS-55 Hitec 1 http://www.robots

http://cds.linear.com/docs/en/datasheet/3652fd.pdf
http://cds.linear.com/docs/en/datasheet/3652fd.pdf
http://cds.linear.com/docs/en/datasheet/3652fd.pdf
http://www.powerfilmsolar.com/file.cfm/media/cms/OEMinstructions_DA7C2E8CD0DA4.pdf
http://www.powerfilmsolar.com/file.cfm/media/cms/OEMinstructions_DA7C2E8CD0DA4.pdf
http://www.powerfilmsolar.com/file.cfm/media/cms/OEMinstructions_DA7C2E8CD0DA4.pdf
http://www.powerfilmsolar.com/file.cfm/media/cms/OEMinstructions_DA7C2E8CD0DA4.pdf
http://www.powerfilmsolar.com/file.cfm/media/cms/OEMinstructions_DA7C2E8CD0DA4.pdf
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/301932.pdf
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/301932.pdf
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/301932.pdf
http://www.altronics.com.au/p/p3085-de15-high-density-female-pcb-mount/
http://www.altronics.com.au/p/p3085-de15-high-density-female-pcb-mount/
http://www.altronics.com.au/p/p3085-de15-high-density-female-pcb-mount/
http://www.altronics.com.au/p/p3085-de15-high-density-female-pcb-mount/
http://www.altronics.com.au/p/p3085-de15-high-density-female-pcb-mount/
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/1843064.pdf
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/1843064.pdf
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/1843064.pdf
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/1720486.pdf
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/1720486.pdf
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/1720486.pdf
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/1849485.pdf
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/1849485.pdf
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/1849485.pdf
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/626718.pdf
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/626718.pdf
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/626718.pdf
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/425616.pdf
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/425616.pdf
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/425616.pdf
http://www.diodes.com/datasheets/ds14002.pdf
http://www.diodes.com/datasheets/ds14002.pdf
http://www.diodes.com/datasheets/ds14002.pdf
http://www.centralsemi.com/PDFs/products/CMSH3_20MA.PDF
http://www.centralsemi.com/PDFs/products/CMSH3_20MA.PDF
http://www.centralsemi.com/PDFs/products/CMSH3_20MA.PDF
http://www.centralsemi.com/PDFs/products/CMSH3_20MA.PDF
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/86090.pdf
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/86090.pdf
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/86090.pdf
http://www.robotshop.com/media/files/pdf/hs55.pdf
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motor hop.com/media/fil
es/pdf/hs55.pdf 

 
Table 10 – System component dimensions.  

Item Dimensions (l*w*h) (mm) 

Micro servo motor 27.8x22.8x11.6 

Main panel carbon fiber sheet 150x150x0.5 

Back solar panel 150x120x0.5 

Solar panel MPT6-75 114x73 

Solar panel SP3-37 64x36.5 

Solar panel MP3-25 114x24 

Wind wall 140x20x15 

Electronics box 100x36x20 

PCB 60x28x1.6 

 
Table 11 – Component weight list.  

 

Item Weight (g) 

Micro servo motor 9 

Carbon fiber sheets 26 

Light sensors 3 

Wind wall 1.7 

Cables 25.9 

Mounting gear top cover 56.6 

Electronics Box 20.9 

Mounting gear cables 3.3 

Connectors 7.9 

PCB including components 23.8 

Bolts, nuts, washers and spacers 4.2 

Duct tape 6.6 

Bracket 8 

Solar panels 13.2 

TOTAL 210.1 

http://www.robotshop.com/media/files/pdf/hs55.pdf
http://www.robotshop.com/media/files/pdf/hs55.pdf
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